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Chancellor
Lick
defends
Woodbury says president

na 42

Dashed hopes

Robert
will not be fired or reprimanded

BANGOR (AP) — The ing this incident and turning it
chancellor of the University of around arid making it
Maine System on Sunday something posiiive," Wood•
defended UMaine President bury. said.
Dale- W.- - Lick-Las-a—Nstrong
Woodbury-told-reporters
leader" and a man of integrity, ogie had told Lick that his
but did trial- the president's re- remarks, "whatever his intencent remarks concerning black
tions and however misinterathletes "showed insensitivity preted, have hurt the universiand poor judgment."
ty, the people of Maine, and
"A discussion of physical at- especially black citizens."
tributes clouds and diminishes
Woodbury said research into
our understanding of the racial attributes "is full of
historical &perience and cur- pseudo-science, trivia, and
rent reality of African - racism."
Americans in oar society,"
"The application of labels of
photo courtesy of the Bangor DION %nos
Chancellor Robert Woodbury the assignment of attributes to
said after two-hour mectini, any ;ream of peopk — whether
Friday. The Bears lost
Miaisesota
UMaine's Dave Captain° scores the opening goal against
with Lick on Sunday.
by race or etnicity or sex — inSee sports page 6.
consolation
game.
the
in
Michigan
to
and
seash-finais
to Minnesota In the
The meeting was called to evitably invites stereotypes that
discuss remarks lick had made demean individuals," he said.
during, an appearance before
"Such characterizations
the student senate last week.
dehumanize all of us and
In response to a question obscure out individual diversiabout thexcerformance level of ty and rich potential that defy
black athletes, Lick said -the categorization."
muscle structure of the . bladt _
Woodbury said he would revestigators continued to look for the cause of the
at hid*
-----VALDEZ, Alaska(AP)-6- The captain of the
is mom suited quest a special meeting bet wren
which now covers an area the size of Rhode
spill,
Exxon Valdez admitted drinking on board tht
for certain positions in football - Lick and the university system's
Island.
rammed
investigators
it
reef,
a
before
tanker
teams and basketball."
board of trustees this week to
The animal-rescue effort quickened as
He said research had iw- . scuss the issue further. But the
authorities kept an eye on a plume of oil headed
the
on
the
of
When
scene
investigator
first
the
dicated "there are seat* sports chancellor said he was confifor salmon fisheries and a national park mote
nation's worst-ever oil spill boarded the vessel an
where black athletes are just dent of Lick's leadership abilithan 100 miles southwest of the accident site in
problem
the
what
Hazelwood
Joseph
Capt.
asked
naturally better."
ty, and he expressed "enormous
once-pristine Prince William Sound.
at it,"
Gos. John R, McKernan call- support" for the improvements was, he replied, "I think you're looking
Scitntists and fishermen brought in oildocuments.
court
to
according
ed the comments "clearly imLick is trying to make at
smeared otters in everything from airline dog
aran
of
support
in
filed
were
documents
The
proper."
UMaine.
cages to boxes hurriedly hammered together from
rest warrant issued forthe captain Friday- on state
Woodbury said after his
Woodbury said that during
plywood and chicken wire. A refrigerated trailer
a
operating
while
of
ship
charges
misdemeanor
meeting with Lick Sunday that
the meeting. Lick had stated a
under the influence of alcohol. reckless endangerthe president would not be fired "sincere commitment" to exment and negligent discharge of oil. L__
at'reprimanded.
pattthns opport unities -• for
-Hazelwood- remained atlaw Sunday
Em charging him with takminorities on campus.

Valdw -captain admitted drinking
on board tanker, investigators say

Survey Americans doubt integrity of sports colleges
.

NEN YORK -(Ari — Americans
widely doubt the integrity of the nation's
top sports colleges, believing they corn
monly gist secret payments and inflated
grades to student athletes.
A majority of respondents in a Media
General-Associated Press national survey
also suspected athletic booster clubs of
making secret payments to players. And
two-thirds-. said the colleges overemphasize _sports and neglect academic
standards for athletes.
Seventy-six percent -said- colleges
should not be permitted to pay money
to their student athletes. More than 55
percent believed schools and booster
clubs commonly make payments under

the table.
At the same time, 83 percent lkiàd
athletic scholarships. Among blacks, for
whom scholarships often provide an
escape route from poverty, support
reached 92 percent.
The poll, conducted by telephone
among a random sample of 1.108 adults
March 6-15, had a three-point margin of
sampling error.
Concern was undiminished among the
54 percent of respondents who called
themselves college sports fans. They
agreed in solid majorities that sports are
:ademics neglected
overemphasized, a,
and improper payments common.
More than eight in 10 favored the pro-

visions of the NCAA's Proposition 42,
10 of the supporters — blacks and
which would prohibit schools from givwhites alike — said the would favor the
ing athletic scholarships to freshmen
rule even if it could disqualify many
unable In meet the NC--AaNs- acadelniav_blacks and othsr minority athletes from
requirements.
tcholarships.
Georgetown coach John Thompson
Respondents aged 6$ and over were
staged a two-game protest strike this
the least supportive of scholarships in
winter, arguing that the rule would
general and the least satisfied with
disproportionately disqualify black
academic standards, while the youngest.
athletes. The rule does not go into effect
ages 18-29 were the most supportive.
until 1990-91 and Thompson ended his
Blacks, similarly, were less critical than
walkout after the NCAA said it would ,whites of Division 1 programs.
reconsider the rule.
For egample, while 77 percent of the
But 81 percent of the blacks polled
oldest , respondents said the schools
favored the rule, as high a level of supWe SURVEY pier' Ill
port among whites. Moreover, eight in
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Residents of West Campus:
Your Area Board Presents...

News Briefs

ttie SecoNb ANNual
West Campus Semi-Fonmal

Bridge collapse leaves at least 7 dead

With Music By_VICII XIVIPNICITOIRS
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11:30 - 12:30
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$3 Single
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4
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shuttle bus provided to the

4

COVINTON, Tenn.(A10).,-- Divers
pulled four bodies from a murky,
rain-swelled river Sunday where at
least seven people died when a
50-year-old U.S. highway bridge collapsed about 50 mites north of
Memphis.
The starch for more victims continiled:but was hampered by bridge
debns and muddy waters, said state
Highway Patrol It. Harry Durham.
The cause of the collapse was
unknown.
Searchers did not know how many
victims might be in the river, said
Leroy Bledsoe, team director for nine
divers working at the site.

Authorities said they had found a
tractor-trailer rig and four cars which.
plunged into the river when a large
chunk of the two-lane roadway fell 25
feet into the river about 8:45 CST
Saturday. They planned to continue to search
"until we're sure there are no other
vehicles or victims in there." Bledsoe said.
The collapse left a Ai-feum
the two-lane, northbound bridge carrying U.S. Highway 51 over the Hatchic River five miles north of here and
about 45 miles north of Memphis. A
companion, two-lane bridge for
southtxiund traffic was unaffected.

BANGOR BALLROOM

Police kill 40 guerrillas in Nambia
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WINDHOECK. Nambia(AP) —
Terrotiorial police. reported killing
more than 40 guerrillas Sunday an
widespread fighting that shattered a
cease-fire and threatened to derail
Nambia's day-old transition to independence from South Africa.
South Africa accused-- the rebel
South-West
African People's
Organization of launching the attake, but SWAPO said its guerrillas
were defending themselves.
Since late Friday, the eve of the
truce, more than 80 guerrillas and

Soldiers foil coup attempt In Haiti
PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti(AP) —
Shcoting broke out mrly Sunday near
the presidential palace, and a source
close to the government said loyal
soldiers had foiledeguittempt In ova:
throw the government of U. Gen
sper Avril.
A few hours earlier, sources in
Haiti said military commanders had
ousted the 6-month-old government
It would have been the third coup in
• Caribbean
counta
in less than a
_
_ _
There was no way to immediately
--confirm any of the reports, which
came four days after four top armu

PrOjer
t
S

----Virae-up Parade-

PCteeball
4% ylgAiN

Meetings even/ Wednesday at 5pm
at Crossland Hall

four policemen have been killed, according to officials from South
Africa, which agreed to give up control of Nambia inder a U.N.monitored proce.ss that began
Saturday.
Nambian police said fighting continued into Sunday t. -ening. with
more than 30 confrontatons during
the day, but no details about the encounters were released. A police
spokesman, Kierei du Rand, said 44
guerrillas were killed Sunday and that the toll probably had risen past_.*

officers were discharged after being
accused of drug traffiking.
Haiti's international airport was
closed, a move taken after previous
coups, and large numbers of soldiers
were at the palace and on the streets.
State-run radio and
:
st
a evision
mi
continued regular pro
Cng and
made no mention of a couPArveral
hours after then initial reporti-- •f
shooting.
Susan C1yak-spoligg110111O1FRWal_
U.S. EmbassfilliaKaalbcvesue
"reports that there has been a change
of gosernment- but that the capital
of Port-Au -Prince appeared calm.

GotetTunent-in-exiie elects Arafat as leader
meeting Sunday afternoon and
elected Farouk Kaddoumi foreign
minister of the Palestinian %DRIP, PLO
official .A.hu Iyd told the French
news agency Agence France-Presse.
lyad is II member of a uneil executive Committee that runs day-today affaird and is also a top official
in Arafat's Fatah, the largest group in
the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization.
Kaddoumi has long served as the
equivalent of foreign minister for the
PLO.
Essayeh did not specify how many
The Kuwait News Anenc-y quoted
of the 70 committee memebers were
PLO spokesman Bassam Abu Shari!
present for the vote.
as saying those voting for Arafat inDespite the fact that there is no
cluded members of the hard-line facland under Palestinian control, the
_ council proclaimed an independent -- tions Popular Front for the Liberastate at a meeting Nov. IS. It left it
- tion of Palestine and Democratic
up to the central committee to--- Front for the Liberation of Palestine
They have expressed reservations
establish a government in exile.
about Arefat's policies.
The central committee resumed
TUNIS, Tunisia (AP) — PLO,
leader Yasser Arafat on Sunday was
elected p4sident of the selfproclaimed Palestinian state by the
organization's central committee, an
official of the group announced.
The committee voted unaniniitiusly for Arafat, who was unopposed in
his bid for president of the provisional government, said Abdelhamid
Essayeh, president of the Palestine
National Council, the PLO's
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News Briefs

Anti-hazing activist to Ream
speak duritti Greek Week Wright's humor ke

collapse leaves at least 7 dead

by Capella -flicker
Staff Writer
SI,'km.(71irreT-TDM11l-)odies front a murky,
-iver Sunday where at
people died when a
.S. highway bridge col50 miles north of
for more victims conas hampered by bridge
uddy waters, said state
ol Lt. Harry Durham
of the collapse was
lid not know how many
t be in the river, said
4 team director for nine
s at the site.

Authorities said they had founds
tractor-trailer rig and four cars which
plunged into the river when a large
chunk of the two-lane roadway fell 25
feet into the rim about 8:45 CST
Saturday.
They planned to continue to search
"until we're sure there are no other
vehicles or victims in there." Bledsoe said.
The collapse left a 61)-foot gmp
the two-lane, northbound bridge carrying U.S. Highway 51 over the Hatchic River five miles north of here and
about 45 miles north of Memphis. A
coMpanion. two-lane bridge for
southbound traffic was unaffected.

A speech by anti-hazing activist
Eileen Stevens and the largest blood
drI4e in Maine will highlight this
week's celebration of Greek Week at
- the University of Maine.
Stevens, founder of Project
_C.H.U.C.K. Committee to Haub
Useless College Killings, will speak on
the "Evils of Hazing," lliesday at 7
p.m.the Memorial Gym.
Stevens lost a son in a hazing accident at Alfred University in New York
in 1978.
She is a touching and powerful
speaker and speaks from a mother's
perspective, Said William Lucy,
ALSSOClite dean of Student Activities
and Organizations.
Stevens' efforts led many states to
adopt anti-hazing legislation.'
Lucy said Stevens is "not—anti_reek, just anti-hazing."
On Thursday, greeks -will sponsor
— a blood drive from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
According to Panhellenic Council
President, Kathy Sypek, the organizations expect raise about 400 pints of
blood during the drive

kill 40 guerrillas in Nambia

ECK. Nambia(AP) —
*lice reported killing
) guerrillas Sunday in
ghting that shattered a
threatened to derail
f-old transition to inrom South Africa. •
ica accused, the rebel
African People's
of launching the at'APO said its guerrillas
ig themselves.
Friday, the eve of the
than 80 guerrillas and

9rs

tour policcnien have been killed, according to officials from South
Africa, which agreed to give up control of Nambia inder a U.N.-.
monitored process that began
Saturday.
Nambian police said fighting continued into Sunday e ening, with
more than 30 confrontatons during
the day, but no details about the encounters were released. A police
spokesman, Kierei du Rand, said 44
guerrillas were killed Sunday and that
the toll pi:6M* had risen past_50.

"It's the biggest blood drive in the
• state," she said.
The drive is an "important
event," Lucy said, and the greeks
"really put a lot of effort" into the
event.
On Saturday, various greck

organizations will spend the day
working on service projects for the
United Way.
Sypek said the projects not only
help the community but also "unite
the greeks all together."
With an expected turnout of 85
percent of the peek membership,
Sypek said,"A kit of good CO.Elle!
of it."
iicy said Greek Week is meant for
"focusing on the positive ideals that
fraternities and sororities stand for:
community service helping others;
leadership, and social activities."
There are many other activities tha:
also will take place during Greek
Week.
Greek Week opens with a "gong
show" Monday at 7:30 p.m. in 101
Neville Hall. Pub Night, featuring
several social events held in different
Orono night spots, will be held on
Friday.
The_srs ksivities conclude Sunday when reek members participate
in the annual Greek Games. The
games include events such as tug-ofwar, keg tosses, water balloon tosses,
and Dizzy Lizzy, in which team
members run around a pole 10 times
and try to return to their team
members.
, The whole idea is participation,
Lucy said. The chapters with the
highest percentage of participation in
each event will be awarded points. At
the end of Greek Week the chapters
with the most points will be awarded
trophies.

audience `intoxica

-by Jennifer Devlin
Staff Writer
No self-respecting person would have
missed Steven Wright's performance at
the Maine Center for the Arts Friday
night. Missing this performance would
have been like missing a major test. You
had to be there.
Mike Donovan, a long-time friend of
Wrighec opened for him Ilinntwarl. 2
native Bostonian, did impersonations of
various athletic figures from Boston
Celtics radio announcer Johnny Most to
former Red Sox manager John
MacNamara.

photo by Scott I celatr

Steven Wright performed at the Maine
Center for the Arts Friday might.

Donovan kept the cro
Thirty minutes into
Wright entered. A sea
thunder of applause
Wright, clad in faded
meandered onstage, e!
responded to the crowd •
"Thanks."
The next 60 minutes s
Wright's dry brand ol
familiar short, subile flu1
like I'm surrounded by
mcnt," kept the cross
with laughter,
Without pausing. WI
one line after another.
speaking. Wright held th
tention. He stood in fron
clinging on to the microp
flew across the United Sta
Wright's monotonoi
paradoxical statements,
night for an evening."
for the show.
His performance mol
never wavering.
He paused briefly to
microphone. He was fasci
he saw. The cord appean
through the floor. "Yoi
weird? There isn't even
floor."
Wright showed thc sal
with the spotlight on the c
amazed by the fact tha
shadows. Without addn
dicncc directly, he stood
curtain, overcome by thi

(see WR

foil coup attempt in Haiti

STOP,LOON,REALM SPREAD TEE WORD!

PRINCE, Haiti(AP) —
officers were discharged after being
cc out mrly Sunday near
used of drug traffiking.
al palace, and a source
AMU's international airport was
government said loyal _ e closed._ &move taken
after previous
)iledan attempt to owlscoups, and large numbers of soldiers
trnment of U. Gen Pro-:
were at the palace and on the streets.
State-run radio and tçlevision contars earlier, sources in
tinued regular progra1in.ing and
liuu-y commanders had
made no mention of a coup
nonth-old government.
hours after then initial
been the third coup in
shooting.
n countryin less than a
U.S. Embassy in Haiti, said there
%woe
no way to immediately
"reports that there has been a change'
of the reports, which
of government" but that the capital
ys after four top armu
of Port-Au-Prince appeared calm.

CUTLER HEALTH CENTER EXPANDING HOURS FOR THE REST
OF THE SEMESTER
?A HOUR WALK-IN/URGENT CARE ON WEEKENDS!!!

___AND-NOW AS OF MARCH 27, 1989
--14-PATIEHreAltElliMASLE MAMMY a A.H.'THROUGH FRIIIIT9TTT

AfTERHOURS

lent-in-exile elects Arafat as leader

nisia (AP) — PLO
krafat on Sunday was
ident of the selfJestinian state by the
central committee, an
group announced.
tee voted unanimousvho was unopposed in
esident of the provilent, said Abdelhamid
lent of the Palestine
nincil, the PLO's
Lite
not specify how many
nittee memebers were
vote.
fact that there is no
lestinian control, the
itned an independent
ing rov. IS. It left it
!ntral committee to
ernment in exile.
committee resumed

meeting Sunday afternoon and
elected Farouk Kaddoumi foreign
minister of the Palestinian state, PLO
official Abu Pgid told the French
now% agency Agence France-Presse.
lyad is a member of a small atecutiwt committee that runs agusoday affaird and is also a top official
in Arafat's Fatah, the largest group in
the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization.
Kaddoumi has long served as the
equivalent of foreign minister for the
PLO.
The Kuwait News Ancncy quoted
PLO spokesman Bassani Abu Shard
as saying those voting for Arafat included members of the hard-line factions Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine and DemocratiC
Front for the Liberation of Palestine
They have expressed reservations
about Arafat's policies

WAL(-N CARE kw assmment god

_

referal as necessary

' Monday - Thursday 4:30 p.m. k) 900 pm
,

Friday 4:30 p.m. through Sunday 603 p.m.,
Stailksity Nurses Practitioners and Noichmi-Amitimis
(Pharmacy. lab, and x-ray not available)

Regular SeniCeS continue for students 800 am.- 4:30 p.m.Mondav through Friday with full Cutler Health Center
Staff.
including pharmacy. lab, and x-ray. These services are by appointment or you may walk-in for URGENT
CARE
(no appointment required).
To make an

appointment or

for more information

call

581-4000 Monday through Friday 800 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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Cleanup gets rolling in Boston Harbi
by Robert Marquand
The Christian Science Monitor
BOSTON -- Boston Harbor — the
dirtiest harbor in the land — became a
national political and envrionmental
symbol last summer when candidate
George Bush Mile to town to step along
the grimy, litter-washed shoreline of Gov.
Michael Dukakis's capital city.
But few of the national reporters flying out over Boston Harbor from Logan
International Airport later that day.
noticed, or wrote about, the activity
below them on a small island off the
town of Winthrop. Deer Island is the
main construction site for the Boston
Harbor cleanup — the biggest publicworks project in New England history.
Expected to cost $7 billion over the
nod 10 years, the cleanup is the outcome
of years of court orders, environmental
studies, and New) England political consensus building combined with shrewd
Yankee trading over how and where the
project would to be located.
From the Pilgrims through the Industrial Revolution in the late 1800s to
the present, the harbor has been a huge
watery wastebasket. Today, 480 million
gallons of raw sewage are pumped into

oaring.
Program,
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downcast.
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tone and
iat a nice
the mood
smoothly,

it every day. Much of that waste is toxic
and separated only into solid and liquid
waste to break down the bacteria.
The cleanup involves building two
treatment plants on Deer Island that will
release purified water out a massive tunnel 300 feet below the ocean floor and
extending nine miles into the Atlantic It
will be the largest tunnel of its kind in
the world.
Already, in spite of the national image of the harbor and the fact that many
Bostonians don't know specifics("I just
know the water is dirty and they want
to clean it up," says a local waiter),
the pollution is being stanched.
"The work started three or four years
ago, and the process is well under way
— despite what you may have seen on
TV commercials," says Paul Levy,
who as head of the Massachusetts Water
Resource Authority (MWRA) is in
charge of the project. "Year by year now
the harbor is going to get cleaner."
Last December the MWRA introduced equipment that eliminates the 6,000
gallons of "scum." or floating waste,
that used to be pumped into the harbor
daily — resulting in a coastline that will
soon be free of debris.

By 1991 the 70 (cli) tdilt-of solid
waste sludge now dumped into the bay
each day will be collecte-!, barged across
the harbor to Quincy, and made into fertilizer. By '95 the primary-treatment
plant will be in operation; the secondary
plant by '99. MWRA plant inspectors,
increased from 25 to 85 in a year, are
handing out stiffer penalties to companies that dump toxic chemicals into
metropolitan Boston's sewers. Fines of
$682,000 and $212,000 have been issued.
The cleanup is a result of the Clean
Water Act of 1977, plus a federal judge's
orders in the mid!80s. It will bring the
highest water fees — $1,200 a family by
1999 — in the United States.
Problems include the fact that moor
knows how to clean the harbor bottom
with its toxin-laden sediments. "We're
hoping nature does thc cleaning." Dr.
Levy says. There are technical questions,
such as whether sea water will seep into
the tunnel through the about 80 threefoot diamatcr pipes releasing effluent
nine miles out.
Local politics has also been a mayor
factor in the project with construction,
design, siting, storage, the crwrionment.
and jobs all playing off one another.

Most communities don't
treatment plant; most di
of the federal and state
After months of negotis
accepted the treatment
the prison on Deer Islan
The town of Walpole, tt
of a sludge landfill, °fie
pansion of the state prn
landfill went elsewhere.
The MWRA purcha
General Dynamics ship
for the fertilizer plant ai
tions, meaning the loss o
base for the town. QUifbC.
satory $3 million a yea
politics of delay" — the
ed the costs of a court ha
construction would be
"The days when. yo
public works down peor
over," says state Sen.
who represents Quincy.
have integrity and provii
well as be cost-effective
State officials note wit
White House proposes<
cleanup funds in half, fr
to 51.2 billion — and toe
minion earmarked for E

U.S. ambassador's home reportedly hit in Beirut shc
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BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Shellfire
h'..t Beirut's airport Sunday, and radio
reports said the home of the U.S. ambassador was struck during firece duels
between Syrian gunners and Christian
army units. Police reported 13 people
were killed.
Thunderous explosions rocked beirut
in what authorities called the heaviest artillery duel since renewed fighting in the
14-year-old erupted March 8.

ascination
in. He was
! cast two
ig the au-ont of the
scovery.

ff page 4)

Syrian and allied Druse gunners
poured more than 8,000 rounds, at a rate
of up to 100 per minute, on east Beirut
and the Christian suburbs northeast of
the city in 24 hours, a police spokesman
said.
Christian soldiers of army commander Gen. Michel Aoun struck back
with 155mm howitzers, firing at least
3,000 rounds on Slfrir.61
in
Moslem west Beirut, the central moun-

Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
-townhouse apartments.
S685_914 month.
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus

Call 866-7414
and leave a messagefor Mrs. Strawn

•

tains and east Lebanon's Bekaa Valk',,
the spokesman said.
He said Christian gunners also blasted
the Beirut-Damascus highway in the
mountainous Dahr al-Baidar region in
an apparent bid to block the way of
Syrian tanks poised to roll into Beirut.
The spokesman, who cannot be named under standing rules, said eight people were killed and 20 wounded in the
Christian side and five killed and seven _
wounded in Moslem west Beirut.
The confrontation has exacerbated a

political crisis that tret
Christian and Moslem gi
split the army on sectar
"H ase mercy or. the
plc," pleaded Acting I
Salim Floss, who he.
Moslem Cabinet vying
with Aoun's,Chrisitian
"I appeal to al those
to stop shooting at once.
bath, stop this muster
an appeal broadcast by
stations

•Wright

(ceadesed f

As the performance was nearing its
end, Wright excused himself from the
stage. Returning with guitar in hand,
he proceeded to play.
The tune was bat familiar.
The soot-Written by Wright, was

entitled-. ”This Song
Name." It was about
baby.singing about an4
neither of whom knew
name.
It was an amusing c
magnificient performanc

"Do You (Jet IT Every Dayr
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Most communities don't want a sewagetreatment plant; most do not want a cut
of the federal and state cleanuo funds.
After months of negotiation. Winthrop
accepted the treatment plants, provided
the prison on Deer Island was relocated.
The town of Walpole, the proposed site
of a sludge landfill, offered to allow expansion of the state prison there, if ne
landfill went elsewhere.
The MWRA purchased the former
General Dynamics shipyard in Quincy
for the fertilizer plant and other opera
tions, meaning the loss of a potential tax
base for the town. Quincy got a compensatory S3 million a year through "the
politics of delay" — the MWRA realized the coats of a court hank and delayed
construction would be prohibitive.
"The days when, you could shove
public works down people's throats are
over." says state Sen. William Golden,
ho represents Quincy. "You've got to
have integrity and provide incentives as
well as be cost-effective."
State officials note with irony that the
White House proposescutting harbor-.
cleanup funds in half, from S2.4 billion
10 S1.2 bilhon — and to eliminateal*
_
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political crisis that Created competing.
Christian and Moslem governments and
split the army on sectarian lines.
"Have melt,
/ ot. the helpless people." pleaded Acting Prime Minister
Salim • Host, who heads a mostly
Moslem Cabinet vying for legitamacy
svith Aoun's,Chrisitian Cabinet.
"I appeal to at those pulling triggers
to stop shooting afouce, stop this bloodbath, stop this massatm." he said in
an appeal broadcast by Moslem radio
stat writ
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SPECIAL UNIVERSITY
PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE
GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

ZENITH INNOVATES A
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entitled. "This Song Has No
Name," It was about a newborn
baby singing about another baby,
neither of whoa knew the other's
name.
It will ID amusing ending to a
rnagnificient performance.
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ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INVITES YOU
OPENIIOtJSE DEMONSTRATION ON CAMPUS
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Spartans take consolation from UMa
by Joe Grant
Staff Writer

it past a screened Scott king to
tic the game 3-3 before Kerry
Russell notched the gamewinner, with the assist going to
ST. PAUL, Minn. — Senior sophomore right wine Walt
captain and defenseman Bob Bands.
Beers wasn't pleased with a 7-4
UMaine, like the night before
loss to Michigan State Um% er- against Minnesota. jumped out
sity in the consolation game ot
to the early lead.
the NCAA hockey final four,
Only 2:08 into the contest,
but he knows it was quite an ac ,
Bob Corkum drove down the
cornplishment for the Universileft wing and his wrist shot
ty of Maine to be there.
from the faceoff circle beat
"It's a shame to go out on a sophomore netminder Jason
losing note," Beers said.
Muzzatti.
"But the way we came back
Michigap State rallied with a
from injuries all year was pair of goals from Shawn
something ... I know it sounds Heaphy,a freshman right wing,
like a broken record."
to take a 21 lead into,the first
UMainc left the arena
Intermission
.
around 11 p.m. after th:
The score was likoidy 2-1
semifinal game against the
before Muzzatti made his first
University of Minnesota on Fri- save.
day night and returned to face ' But the!Race Bears came out
the Spartans Saturday at 2 p.m. strong in the second period to
It was short rest and may grab the lead.
have been an advantage for the
Freshman Mike Barkley,
Spartans(who lost 6-3 to Harwho had not dressed against
vard on Thursday night.), but
Minnesota, was fighting for the
this is the final consolation
puck behind the Spartans net.
game the NCAA will have.
Barkley fed a centering pass
"I hope I'm the last fourth
to Chris Cambio, who was cutplace coach in college ting in the middle and onehockey," UMaine Coach
timed a shot between Muzzatphoto courtesy of the &ingot Oady News
Shawn Walsh said. "The dif- _ti's legs, 3:06 into the period.
ference was the first 10 minutes/
Uaiversity of Maine goalie Matt DelGuidice prepare%
to ascii a shot from a Minnesota
(of each period) we had intene
UMaine took the lead 1:10
player during the semifinals of the college hockey final four.
Despite 38 saves from DelGuidice,
sity."
later on a freak play.
UMaime lost to the Golden Gophers 7-4 before losing
to
Michig
as State in the consolatioe
The Black Bears, however,.
Defenscman Jim Burke, who
game Saturday.
had fatigue catch up with them played very well all weekend acnear the second half of each cording to Walsh, blasted a
on his back —
hand
- ,Isent a blind,
period goal.
Perron.
stanza.
slapshot that was stopped by
behind -the-back pass that
With a two-man advanThe Black Bears were outThe key for Michigan State
Muzzatti.
deflected in off Muzzatti.
tage, he was camped to the left
shot 2-1 in the game. King fatwas a 4:19 span in the second
Scott Fellerin picked up the
Mario Thyer capped the
of Muzzatti and nonchalantly
ed 49 shots and stopped 42
period when the Spartans_ ex- loose puck at the left of the net
scoring with the lone third.
tipped in a pass from Guy
while Muzzatti had 21 item
ploded for four goals.
and went towards the back
Steve Beadle's slapshot made
boards. He then, with the puck

Minnesota too much for Black
Bears in semi-finals, 7-4
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by The Grant
9taff- Writer
ST. PAUL, Minn. — The
University of Maine hockey
team was able to jump out to
a 2-0 lead against the University of Minnesota on Friday night
but breakdowns in their own
zone led to seven unanswered
goals and, for the second
staight year, a trip to the consolation game.

"When it was 2,. we were in
The Black Bears-were still-in
the game after two periods, the gime," junior winger
trailing 3-2 despite outshot by David Capuano said. "It would
have been a different game if
a 3-1 ratio.
The goal that was a we had scored the next goal."
DelGuidit.c was the major
backbreaker came from Jon
Anderson 2:59 int#1,tbeAn1 _ factor that kept the Black
period to make the score 1-2. Itlibe game until the Gopher
Anderson was in „front of flurry.
The sophomore made 30
UMaine
goalie
Matt
DelGuidice and covered by saves in the first two periods
Mario Thyer. Anderson and a total of 38. But
managed to slip away long DelGuidice was only the man in
net and couldn t score the
goals.
"You feel helples.s back there
(see ti(KAFI page 7)

'You feel helpless back there (in
net). You wish you could skate
down the Ice and score yourself.'
—UMaine goalie Matt DelGuidice after facing
38 shots in a 7-4 semi-final loss to Minnes
ota.
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"1 think wf had WO man)
defensive
breakdowns,"
UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh
said. "Our defensive zone won
the game for them. I don't
blame our defensemen, strictly
the forwards."

enough W`ofie-tirrie a pass from
Larry °limb, who- was in the
corner to the right of
DeiGuidice2
Anderson, a walk-on, went
on to complete a third-period
hat trick •

Correction
On Friday, March 31, The
Daily Maine Campus ran in
its sports section a story concerning research done on a
possible correlation between
race and athletic ability.
Through sr- prodtlaiditimisjudgement, a picture of a
black basketball player ran
with the story. The picture
was not Meant to be a
statement on race and athletic
ability by the Campus.
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by Matt Bourque
"
Special to the Campus

The result was a broken leg, an injury
that would cause Major's junior-season
statistics to drop to no goals and five
University of Maine Coach Shawn— assists.
Walsh coined the term "Team AdversiLike Cambia's sophomore year, prayty" to describe this year's hockey team. ing time dropped off; and confidence
If the 1988-89 campaign can be dubbed
followed.
"Season Adversity", then Bruce Major
"t wasn't ready to-ptay," Major
and Chris Cambia can call their four
remcbered. "I started to think about it,
seasons "Career Adveriity."
and when you lost your confidence in
The two seniors have ridden the this game, you're done."
UMaine rollercoaster from the 11-win
While Major's- ride dipped, Cambia
season in 1985-86, to the height of two
was on a ride headed for the top. His
straight trips to the final four. Not to playing time increased, the scoring touch
mention the heartbreak of third- and came back, and Cambio contributed to
fourth place finishes.
the Black Bears' number one ranking
And the track along the way has been
with 10 goals and 14 assists.
filled with numerous fails.
But as the team took the ice intake
"It's been a great feeling to be with the Placid for the semi-final game, Cambio
seniors of this program and to sec the
was replaced in the lineup by a player
rise," Cambia said. "I think I proved
who had seen limited action in the final
myself. To score a goal and an assist in
weeks of the season-Major.
the playoffs is just a plus.
"1 thought I had playell most of
"This year has been the most fun," the season," said Cambio. "But on
said Major. "I leave leave with a lot of the day of the game, I was told I wasn't
pride."
playing. That's a real disappointBut the story could have been much
ment."
different.
_
Major was ineffective in the 6-3 loss
As freshmen, the two stepped onto the to Lake Superior State, and neither Maice and immediately contributed. Cam- jor nor Cambio played in the consolabia played ih 35 games, scoring 10 goals tion game. But the two had another year,
in his first season. Majors' 14-goal year and a chance to ride back to
the top.
was more than Boston College rookie
If UMaine was to get back to the final
phenom Craig Janney's total.
four, seniors like Major and Cambia
But Cambio's freshman dream turnwould have to lead the ride
ed to a sophomore nightmare, in the
"We had a goal to get hack here,"
form of a three-goal, three-assist season. Major said. IMAD would have been
hapHis playing time decreased, his con- pier leaving on a high note, but
this team
fidence depleted, but the team was sucworked hard, and accomplished a
cessful and Cambia was able to play in lot,"
the NCAA quarterfinals at Michigan
Both players agree the ride to the top
State
reached its peak this season with Major's
Major found himself watching the game-winning goal against Boston
Colplayoffs, but not because of a poor lege in the Hockey East
finals
being
a
i
season.
. - _persorsal highlight.
In the last game of the reguia sesson.-"Personally, this season has been
Major was checked by Boston Universi- great," said Major. "I was disapty's Scott Shaugnessy. Majors' blade tip pointed with my play last year, but I
-caught in the ice, and his leg bent under salvaged my pride this year."
the weight of the 215-pound
Cambio found himself with limited
-defenseman.
playing time early as..the Season, but

----Hanfard fops Minnesota
43 in ytfertime for title
• ST PAUL(AP) — Where does one
begin to tell the story of this season's
Harvard hockey team?
.
How about with Coach Bill Cleary,
Ryan O'Neal's stand-in during the
hocterscerier-M-MEmovie -Love
Story"?
"A lot of people have questioned
coach's judgment over the years,"
• said freshman goalie Chuckle
Hughes, who made 33 saws Saturdas'
night to help Harvard to its first
NCAA title with a 4-3 overtime victory over minnosrita. "But he usually makes he right decisions. It was
nice to shin one for coach."
Cleary,.considered one of the best
athletes in Harvard history and one
of the best U.S.-born players ever, has
had many outstanding moments.
As a player, he led Harvard to third
place in the NCAA tournament in
1955 and skated for two U.S. Olympic teams-including the gold-medal
1960 club at.Squaw Valley, Calif.
In 18 years as Crimson coach. he
Wu a 311-187-21 record and nine
NCAA tournament appearances.
And, he skated for the Oliver Barrett character when "Love Story" concentrated on hockey.
"That was just a fun experience, to

see what it was like to be in a
movie," Cleary said. "I did all the
action scenes-the skating, the
fighting-for Ryan O'Neal.
"I offered to do the other scenes,
too, but they -wouldn't
anything with Ali N1cGraw."
Of all those memories, however,
none is as sweet as his most recent.
"At this moment,". Cleary said,
"this is the best."
C'leary's best of times were Minnesota's worst of times. Despite making eight tournament appearances
during the 1908s, the Gophers didn't
win a title.
"We were so close," said goalie
Robb Stauber, who couldn't stop Ed
Krayer's backhander 4:16 into overtime "It's painful when you work so
hard for something and keep coming
up short."
This was the year the Gophers were
supposed to win. This was one of
their strongest teams and the tournament was played at the St Paul Civic
Center, just a slap shot from campus.
"It would've been nice to see this
place erupt," Minnesota's Jon
Anderson said. "If we'd have scored
(in overtime), the roof might've blown
(see CHAMPIONSHIP page 8)

photo courtesy of the Bangor DarIN Sice•s

Bruce Major (right) looks at a Minnesota newspaper before practice Friday morning, along with Luke Vitak. Major and Chris Cambio, both seniors, have come
a long way since their freshman years, when the I niversits of Maine was not
a national college hockey power.
following an argument with Walsh during thy Michigan State series in late
January, Cambia's ride steadily climbed.
Finishing with seven goals and 11
assists, Cambia earned a spot on the
final four roster and contributed a goal
and an assist in St. Paul.
'There's no doubt that the argument
was the key for my season," Cambia
said. "I was frustrated about everything
that had happened for four years. But
that released a lot of energy. I played
outside of myself, with more confidence
I wish I had known earlier what kind of
player / could have been."
As the UMaine hockey team's ride has
steadily climbed to one of the top in the

ockey
"You fed helpless back there
(in the net)," he said. "You wish you
could skate down the ice and score
yourself."
But the 4-2 advantage remained
within reach until three third-period
goals in a span of 115-- allowed the
Gophers to begin thinking about play-

ountry, the ride tor Cambio and Major has been filled with ups and downs.
But the focus has remained the same for
all involved.
"I've learned a lot over four years. We
had great intensity in practree and
games," said Cambio. "I can feel
great about our climb. When I realized
I had played my last University of Maine
game, 1 broke down."
"It's been a great feeling to be involved in the rise of a quality program,"
Major said. "I knew it would be tough
at first, but I knew we'd have success,
too. It's been a great four years. I'd do
IL all again."

(continued from page 6)

ing for the championship against
Harvard.
Capuano skated UMaine to a 1-0 lead
2:43 into the sane on a power play.
After taking a pass from Bob Corkiun
at.the left of the net, he slipped his shot
past Hobey Baker Award finalist and
Gopher's goaltender Robb Stanber.

photo courtesy of the Bansor Daity Neu.
UMaine's Luke Vitale faces off against a Minnesota player
during Friday's semi
-final game. The Bieck Bears opened up to an earl) lead in both
of their games
only to lose to the Golden Gophers and Michigan
State by identical 7-4
scores.
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vironmental Conservation Commissioner Dennis Kelso.
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An estimated 10.1 million gallons
spilled in the March 24 disaster and
now covers parts of more than 1,000
square miles. Only 3 percent of the
oil has been scooped up.
Exxon fired Hazelwood on Thursday, the day National Transportation
Saftey Board revealed blood and
urine tests taken about nine hours
after the accident showed he was
under the influence of alcohol. At the
time of the disaster, the tanker was
under the command of an uncertified
third mate.
The captain lives in Huntington.
N.Y. Peter Kelly. a spokesman for
the Suffolk County', N.Y. police said
on Sunday.,"We'don't even know if
he's in the state or not. He could be
in Alaska or anywhere."
Affidavits flitd in court said one of
the first investigators to board the
tanker, state Trqoper Michael Fox,
asked Hazelwood, 42. what the probkm was. The captain replied. "I
think you're looking at it," .the
court papers said. .
The documents also said a prosecutor in Valdez, Leonard M. Linton, reported that the captain admitted he had been drinking on board
the tanker before it went aground.
One witness told Linton he saw
Hazelwood consume four drinks
while the ship was still in port, and
another said "hi6--balance was not
good." However all crewmen interviewed by troopers said Hazelwood
"did not appear to be intoxicated." Linton wrote.
Hazelwood, the statement said,
told troopers he had "one beer" in
Valdez before going aboard.
Exxon officials said the.company
would not comment on the crew's
actions
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truck served as a morgue for dead otters and birds.
"Beaches are getting hammered by
oil," said Department of En-
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overemphasize sports, that feil to 61
-16t
win of blacks.--While 39 percent of.
blacks said academic standards for
athletes were high enough, that fell to
'10percent of the youngest group and
18 percent of the oldest.
All colleges can set their own grade
re,uirements for student athletes, and
standards vary. The NCAA has requirements for freshmen at Division
1 schools that call for a "C- average
in a core of II classes and a minimum
of 700 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
or a 15 on the American College Test.
In the poll, nearly three-quarters
said a "C" average should be required
for a student to play sports and an additional 20 percent favored higher
grades:
But there was a significant lack of
• faith in the grading process itself:
Half the respondents called it common practice for professors to give'
student -athletes higher grades th
they deserve so they', can continue to
play. Only 32 percent doubted that
occurs, while 18 percent said they
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We finished fourth.
Not that we wanted to, but that is
how thing turned out.
Both games, 7-4, and it could have 1
been worse.
But let's not judge this team toc
harshly.
The University of Maine hockey
team did not win a aame this
weekend, and will be the answer to a
trivia question for the rest of history.
"So tell me, who was the last team
to finish fourth in college hockey?"
You can proudly say UMaine. for
this is the last year of the consolation
game at the college hockey final four.
But that is not the major accomplishment of this year's Black
Bear squad.
You can take nothing away from
Harvard University, who won its first
national championship ever in a
NCAA recognized sport with its overtime win over Minnesota..
The Crimson showed that they indeed should have been the number
one seed in the East and their 31-3
record was indicative of their strength
and not a weak scheduk.
Minnesota finally made a championship game, but could not win
that crucial game necessary to erase
past failures. But they will be back.
As will Michigan State, who was
handled by Harvard 6-3 Thursday
night. Coach Ron Mason still has the
guns, if his players don't turn pro, and
the Spartans should be ready for
future glory.
So that leaves little UMaine who
was no match for the two western
schools. Or were they?
The Black Beariled early each time
but faded in the waning moments of
every period. Goalies Matt Delguidice
and Scott King faced more shots than
Davy Crockett did at The Alamo.
The result was not totally unexpected.--ait-hovidence College
ed in the quarterfinals by nearly
beating the Black Bears before a
miraculous comeback saved UMaine,
No, this trip was not a waste by any
means. In fact, this will be the foundation from which the program
begins its most. to greatness.
- Sure, people are leaving, but those
who are left know now what it takes.
Coach Shawn Walsh has his ream getting those good starts, now experience
is necessary to help finish games off.
Dave Capuano, Bob Been, senior
players like these will
hd
•
replace
But the new wave, led by Scott
Pellerin and Martin Robitaille, are
firmly entrenched now and should be
ready to continue the program's
success.
Walsh is a good coach and seller of
the program as well and should be
able to keep the flow of talent coming in.
King and DelGuidice will be back
for another year, which could spell
trouble for the opposition.
The East is growing up. Harvard
has shown that.
Now all they need is a little
support____
And the University of Maine is
ready.
Dan Bustard is a juniorjournalism
major from Presque Isle who appreciates the letter from the Senior
Challenge people but still has (at
least) one year left to go on his

_

off. We wanted to win it in front of our
fans."
The Gophers, 34-11-3, in their 16th
trip to the tournament, last won the title in 1979.
Beating Minnesota at St. Paul was
especially satisfying for Harvard, 31-3,
which, in its 14th tourney appearance,
became only the third eastern school in
the last 17 years to win the championship. Boston University (1978) and
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (1985).
were the others.
After scoring twice in Thursday's 6-3 semifinal victory over Michigan State.
Krayer had hoped Minnesota would also
reach the final.
"I knew it would be a great game."
he said. "Playing in their backyard, with
15.000 screaming fans, I knew it would
make the victory that much sweeter.
"We wanted to show everybody here
that eastern schools can play hockey, too.
Harvard is just as good as a hockey
school as Minnesota, Michigan State or

_
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anybody else."
"Out West, you hear the criticism,"
Hughes said after winning his fourth
consecutive championship, three of
which were Massachusetts high school
crowns at Catholic Memorial.
"Bobby Reynolds(of Michigan State)
said,'Thank God were not playing Min-

nesota' (in the semifinals)," he said.
"Lake Superior State thought they were
going to beat us to a pulp (in the
quarterfinals).
"Nobody likes to be called a loser.
Nobody likes to be told they're not good.
We may not be the biggest team, but
you're got to catch us to hit us."

1989 Titaa AN-Americas Team
—EAST-FIRST TEAM
G-Mikc O'Neill, Yak
D-Mike Hurlbut, St. Lawerance
F-Dave Capuano, UMaine
F-Lane MacDonald, Harvard
F-Kyle Makinough, Vermont

WE:ST-FIRST TEAM
G-Bruce Hoofort, Lake Superior State
1)-Cord Cernich, Lake Superior State
D-tvlyies O'Corusor, Michigan
F-Kip Miller, Michigan Stale
F-Bobby Reynolds, Michigan State
F-Greg Brooks, Bowling Green

—SECOND TEAM
—SECOND TEAM
G-David Littman, Boston College
G-Curtis Joseph, Wisconsin
D-Bob Beers, UMaine
D-Darryl Olsen, Northern Michigan
D-Steve Williams, Dartmouth
D-Todd Richards, Minnesota
F-Rick Bennett, Providence College
F-Daryn McBride, Denver
F-C.J. You. Harvard
F-Dave Snuuerud, Minnesota
F-Tim Svientey, Boston College
F-Sheldon Gorski, Illinois-Chicago

april 10,8 p.

tickets $10
--garonteod to be ttorbest concert
of the year
tickets will be sold in the following locations 1 1 a.m. to I p.m.
monday
york commons
tuesday
stockier commons
wednesday
stewart commons
thursday
hilltop commons
friday
wells commons
—tickets are also available 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.at the
Maine center for the arts and
memorial union information counter

II

sponsored by
coniuction with wmeb
rodeo 91.9, an",;mini
and student government
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SEATLLE (AP) — Steve Fisher has
.brought as much attention w the word
interim as he has to the Michigan basketball team he has been coaching for the
past five games.
The storybook career of interimthere's that word again-head coach
Fisher -ends Monday night with the national championship game against Scion
Hall regardless of the outcome.
The final game of the entire college
basketball season is an unlikely place for
an interim .coach to be and until last
season it was Just as an unlikely place for

Seton HaD ready for title game
a Scion Hall team to be.
Fisher's story started 48 hours before
the tournament began when Bill Frieder
was fired by Michigan after agreeing to
take over as the head coach at Arizona
State it season. Since then, the
Wolverines have not only .not lost but
they have played their best basketball of
the season and their best of any ream'
NCAA tournament.
"Timing is everything and I jumped
in at the right time," Fisher said Sunday, adding that he will not talk to
Michigan athletic director and football

Harvard's MEW-Donald wills
Hobey Baker Memorial Award

coach Bo Schembechler about the head to the game and they looked more like
coaching position until after the cham- one of PI Carlmimo'searly teams at the
pionship game.
.New Jersey school when it was common
"We have not been lucky in the tour- for them to be the doormat of the Big
nament the last six years," Fisher said. East Conference.
"Balls bounced off instead of in. We've
"I think we're getting respect and that
gotten lucky but the players have put comes from the kids playing
themselves in positions to win games." unselfishly," Carlesimo said. "Defense
The five victories included Saturday's is a big part of our genie and that is
breakneck 83-81 win over Big Ten rival critical for us to be successful."
Illnois on a last-second rebound basket
The defense has especially shined for
by Sean Higgins.
the
Pirates in the second half of their five
Scion Hall picked thizurs up more than
one notch in its semifinal win over Duke NCAA victories as no team has managThe Pirates trailed 26-8 12 minutes in- ed to shoot better than 40 percent in the
second half.
Sewn Hall center Ramon Ramos
credits the team's depth with the secondhalf success.

-BLOOMJN(.1TON. Minn. (AP)
MacDonald is the third Harvard
player to win the award since it was-first
Harvard senior Lane MacDonald. a
presented in 1981. Mark Fusco won in
member of the 1988 U.S. Olympic team,
was named college hockey's best player
1983 and Fusco's brother, Scott. won in
1986. MacDonald's 31 goats this season
Sunday when he was awarded the Hobey
gave him III in his career, eclipsing Scott
Baker Memorial Award.
Fusco's record of 107.
The announcement came hours after
MacDonald and his teammates won the
MacDonald's 210 career points are second to Scott Fusco's 240.
NCAA hockey championship at the Si'.
_ Paul Civic Center Saturday night. HarMacDonald's father, Lowell, was a
three-time NHL all-star who plaed 13
vard defeated Minnesota 4-3 m overtime
years before retiring in 1978.
:-to claim their first -NCAA hockey title.
MacDona!d had One Of the Crimson's
Minnesota goalie Robb Stauber, last
year's winner, Was this year's runnerup.
goals.
But Steve Downer of the Decathlon Club
"I'm a pretty lucky guy right now,"
said MacDonald was the "consensus"
said Macl)onald. who also was Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference player of
choice and "aon going away."
the year. "It's a fantastic way to cap off' Greg Brown of Boston College was
third in the voting.
an unbehesable weekend."
.4<

DOC
WATSON

SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 8:00 P.M.
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine,Orono
All Seats Reserved $12
$10 UM Students & WERU
Members
Tickets Available ai
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Classified ads get results!
HELP WANTED

Ada,

ARTIST
Cacti-on and wash drawings
,fast class mar wanted Steady Kansas
City Slide C., 1015 Central !This ad
placed in th.• Kansas City Star on Jan 19
1920 was answered by Wpit Disney his
first cartooning pop

WATCHMAKER with references who can
furnesh tools State age. experience and
latter required T 39 Deity News IThis
ail placed be Richard Sears in Chicago
Daily News, Aped I, 1887. was answered
coy AlvahHoiidi

A HIGH GRADE YOUNG MAN for office
. position requiring some bookkeeping
experience A fine opportunity for right
applicant, hank Swan 404 Harmon
atm ad, placed by A C Sparkpiug Co
ir the F;nit. Michigan. Journal April 23
1914. was answered by Harlowe Curtice
later President of General Motors ,

MEN wanted for hazardous journey
Small wages bitter cold constant
danger safe return doubtful Honor and
recognnion in case of success. Address,
E H Shackieton. Box 100 IThis British
classified ad appeared ,n 1900 seeking
men for Antarctic expedition
Expicaor
Shackleton was swamped with applications I
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helping victims of violent sexual assault,
we will train you to be a Hotline Advocate_
Call the Director 945-5597 or write for an
application

*

*
*
:
*

Rape Responseheentims. Inc.
P.O. 13oz 251-6
Bangor. Maine_04401 .

*
*
*

*

1

*

*

*11i•aiaina begins May 3
*
***********************

APARTMENTS
For fait and summer
efficiencies, 1-2-3-4-5 bedroom
Call: 941-9113-866-2516
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1.

SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN MAINE!

.MIP TAKAO

For more information:
contact the Advertising Deportment it 581-12731
,*************
CRISIS VOLUNTEERS
-.
7
3.1. •
----,
--- --RAP-E'If you can give some time each month to

Or Call AnswerPhone:
1400-462-7616
A cheap thrIlls production

I.•
-1••••

=LIN

Video Video in Ellsworth, Bar
Harbor & Blue Hill
Grasshopper Shops in
Ellsworth & Bangor
Ryan's Pizza in Bar Harbor
Doctor Records in Orono

A BOYS' CAMP ON LONG LAKE
NAPLES. MAINE
June 19th thru August 19th
COUNSELOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Baseball
Basketball
Soccer
Tennis
Street Hockey
Lacrosse
Archery
Riflery
General
Secretary

Swimming (irst) Backpacking
Sailing
Rockclimbing
SCUBA
Bicycling
Canoeing
Wh. Water Canoeing
Waterskiing
ROpeS COurSe Instr.
Fine Arts
Nature Study
Ceramics
Head Dramatics
Crafts
Piano Accompanist
Journalism
Instrumentalist
Woodworking
Radio & Electronics
Weight Training

54D

y

CAMPUS INTERVIEW:
CALL IN MAVE - 207-693-6675
OR WRITE OR CALL: CAMP TAXAJO
496 LaGuardia Place
-- Suite 381
New; York, NY T10012
212-979-0606
•
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